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1.

SUGC�STIONS FOR FUTURE ORGANIZ..�iTIONАL STUDт5 BY
Item 6.4С 7 Cf' thé Agenda (Resolution ЕВ9.А8:3 )

TI-IB

E:KZCUTIL[

ВОЛЮ

(Continu.atï©��

The CHАIR1IIAN called on the representative of the Executive Board to reply to the

points which had been raised during the discussion at the morning meeting.

Dr. КARUNARA.TEE, representative of the Executive Board, stated that there

appeared to have been some misunderstanding of the remarks he had made earlier
regarding the subjects for study by the Еxeeut?7е Board.

He wished to assure the

committee that the progranunes of WHO were studied by the Executive Board from all
angles.

However, the first subject mentioned in resolution ЕВ9:R83; namely,

programme evaluation and analysis, had been suggested by the Executive Board so that
it could examine the present system of carrying out programmes in all parts of the

world.
be

In order that such an examination should be comprehensive, information would

equred both from

the regional offices and from Member States

.

That would take

time and he wished to stress that an examination of more than two subjects at any one

session of the Executive Board was not possible,
comprehensive.

if such an examination was to be

Hе therefore did not think it advisable to increase the number of

subjects which the Executive Board should study at its eleventh session.

The

Netherlands Delegation had suggested that the item shoi1.d be referred to the Committee
on Аdminis t

at--!

оn, Finance and

LL

gal Matters for exa iinati.on, but as the Committee on

Programme and Budget had been established precisely for the purpose of studying the

programme and budget, he thought that the item had been correctly placed on that
committee,i s agenda.

As for the South African suggestion that the study of

regionalization should be subs-+,ituted fоr that of prog-a-nme evaluation, the
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Executive Board had no objection since it had suggested that subject as an alternative.
If the suggestion was accepted,

it would be necessary for the committee to decide

which of the two subjects listed in the resolution was to be deleted.

The remarks

he had made earlier concerning the desirability of not increasing the number of

subjects to be studied by the Executive Board applied to the suggestion made by the
delegate of Ireland that the length of Health Assemblies be examined.

Dr.

CLARK (Union of South Africa) stated that in view of what had been said by

those who were well acquainted with the machinery of the Executive Board, it was clear

that only two subjects should be studied at its eleventh session.

In his opinion,

the first of the two subjects suggested,. programme evaluation analysis, was of such

importance that he considered that it should be kept under, constant review.
as the

;

Moreover,

countries in which programmes were carried out differed, so greatly in respect

of economic, social and geographic
vas the best organ to make

conditions, he doubted whether the Executive Board.

such a study, as its conclusions might be purely theoretical.

To his mind, evaluation should be carried out by the regional offices, and he therefore

did not think that the committee should ask the Executive Board to give special
attention to that subject.

It would be better if it were asked to study

regionalization, which was an urgent and pressing problem.

Dr. WICКREMESINGHE (Ceylon) supported the suggestion made by the delegate of
the Union of South Africa.
Cо

In so far as programme evaluation and analysis would have

deal with work already carried out, a study of regionalization would be in some

treasure cover that subject.
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Professor CRAМAROSSA (Italy) agreed with those who had stressed the need for

limiting the number of questions submitted to the Executive Воard.

necessary in deciding upon the subjects to be submitted..

Care was therefore

In his opinion regionalizatkco

was most important, in particular the relationships between headquarters and the

regional offices and the means by which activities were co- ordinated.

He therefore

supported the suggestion of the delegate of the Union of South. Africa.

Dr. BRADY (United States of America) supported the resolution proposed by the
In January 1953, the results of the world survey of national

Executive Board.

health activities would be available and therefore the subjects suggested by the
•

Executive Board appeared to him to be very appropriate.

With regard to the second

subject listed, that of education and training programme, including fellowships, its

importance could be judged by the fact that last year over half the budget had been
devoted to education and training.

As for regionalization and the length of Health

Assemblies, he thought those were subjects which should be kept constantly under

review but should not be made the subject of a special examination.

Dr. DAENGSVANG (Thailand) supported the proposal of the delegate of the Union of

South Africa that one of the subjects of study should be regionalization, for now

that the six regions had been fully organized, an examination of the experience of the

older established regions would be very useful to those recently created and would
help them to avoid mistakes.

А5/R4cB/Min/11
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Mr. BRADY (Ireland) wished the Executive Board to give consideration to the

length of Health Assemblies.

By that he did not mean a detailed study of the

efficiency of Assembly arrangements, but an examination of how the Assembly timetable
could be curtailed so as to permit the work to be carried out in a shorter period.
If necessary, his delegation was prepared to have the question considered separately.

Dr. MACKENZIE (United Kingdom) stated that although all appeared to be convinced
of the importance of a study of programme evaluation and analysis,

the committee had

to decide which subjects were most suitable for examination by the Executive Board.
In his opinion, the subject of programme evaluation and analysis could better be

studied by the Secretariat.

The education and training programme, including

fellowships, he considered to be an appropriate subject for study by the Executive
Board.

He would support the

suggestion made by the delegate of the Union of South

Africa if a clause were added stressing the importance of programme evaluation and
analysis and stating that the Secretariat should evaluate all the projects it undertook.

Dr. CLARK (Union of South Africa) said that he fully agreed with the remarks

made by the United Kingdom delegate and would be very happy if a note in the sense
suggested by that delegate were added.

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the resolution proposed by the Executive Board,

as amended by the South African and United Kingdom proposals.

Decision:

The resolution, as amended, was adopted.

А5/Р&В/Min/ц
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The CHÁIЮI�1P.

ё

de.legate-.. оf -`Lхel.and tha'.:

_зtteцtiоñ of thё :wmm-_ttee to thé suggestion made by the

'hе Ехесинi�е BoaLd be а skéd to ехяm; ne the

of

1.errg';h

r�
Health Assemblies, and asked the commZttеe whet:?er it wished to disnuss that
suggestion f`os:thwith.

,Fnilippзгies) dolb•`;ед whether the subject fell within the province

Dro ЕLтСдАNО

of the cómnittee and suggested that it should be referred to the Ct-nmitteв
Adn_ i nïstratioп;

Dr.

Fïnancé

arid

Le gal Matters

on

.

(United States of America) observed "tat as the suggestion of the

BR.FLDY

delegate of Ireland had only asked that the Eхеutivе Board consider the question,
he thought the committee was competent to deal with the mattei»

the proposal

made.

Dr. MACKENZIE
•

the' Рhilippir

and wished to support

s

(Un.

ted Kingdom) said that while vné view taken by the delegate

was logical and correct, he thought that the committee should

the proposal as it was only asked to refer it to the Executive Board.

the proposal would not change the procedure to be adopted for the

'of

accept''

He hoped that

зxt`.Health.

Assembly:

and suggested that, if reference was made to the work of the Assembly, rather than to

Assembly arrangements, it would be clear that the point the Executive Board was being
asked to

exглii.ne

shorter period.

was whether or not the work of the Assembly could be 'completed in a
He was concernеd lest reference to Assembly' arrangements might

occasion further changes in the present procedure, which had not yet been given a

fair trial.
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Mr.
fiche

WADY

(Ireland) stated that he would be very willing to meet the wishes of

United Kingdom delegate and proposed the following draft resolution:
The Fifth World Health Assembly

REQUESTS the Executive Board to carry out, in conjunction with the
Director -General, an examination of the work of the Assembly with a view
to completion of Health Assemblies Within a substantially shorter period
than at present.

The CHAIRMAN put the draft resolution to the vote.

Decision:

The resolution was adopted.

DECISIONS OF ЕСaSOС XIII AND SIXTH GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON CO- ORDINATION:
of the Agenda (Document A5/8 )

Item 6.5.1

The CHAIRMAN called on Dr. Kaul, Chief, New York Liaison Office, to introduce

Ehe item.

Dr. KAUL, Chief, New York Liaison Office, drew the attention of the committee to

document A5/8, which set out the decisions of the General Assembly of the United Nations,
the Economic and Social Council and the Social Commission, relating to co- ordination

effort in various fields, and the action taken by the Director -General as required.

the following were the salient points of the report:
The General Assembly resolution adopted on 2,February 1952 relating to the

development and concentration of the efforts in the social field of the United Nations

dttd

its specialized agencies, in particular its clauses calling upon the Economic and

¶caial Council to examine in detail the social activities undertaken by the United

Nations, together with the pertinent activities of the specialized agencies, and to

А5/Р&в/Min/11
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draw. up .a ;prngr�mmе ,óf .;pr pt qal action for the United Nations to be implemented in

co- operation Nith

the, spe

a],

zed _agencies

;

the decision of the Social Commissioп

ta

include in its 1952--53 programme the extension of me.аsv_res relating to maternity,

infant and child care,..and that .:pa-ragraph of the Social Commission

t

s

report

(document A5/8,•ра'ge 4) Under which the Director= General had submitted to the

Secretary-General a statement on the activities of WHO in the field of social wеlfаr�cAs for the programmes developed through ACC technical working groups, those on
the rehabilitation of the physically handicapped and on long -range activities for

children came under separate items of the agenda.
Reference was made on page 6 of document A5/8 to the participation by the

Director- General in the work of the Commission on Human Rights, in particular in the
meetings of the working party appointed by the Commission to draft an article on the
right to health.
In pursuance of the resolution adopted by the General Assembly on 18 January 1921

edncerning rural economic development: of the .trust 'territories, the Director -Genera].
intended to continue to co- operate with the :United Nations Department of Trust and
Non-Seif- Governing Territories; and hád appointe. a .special consultant to work with,
-

•

the'

Department

.f or

a few =month s. during the .year.

..

In terms of General Assembly. resolution 377.(V) -an emérgenсy action in the

maintenance of international peace and.:sеcurity,: WHO. hád co- operated with the United
.Nаtioris

Agent- General''fоr Korea and with the Directar''of the United Nations Relief

Wбrks'Аgenсy for Palestine Refugees.
409'.(XIтΡI),

Annual:

•FinaЭlly; he

drew attention to resolution

by which the Economic and Social.GouAcïi..noted.witn appreciation the

Report-

of-oNH0•:':

.

Auld
ч
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Dr. MACKENZIE (United Kingdom) stated that, in view of the amount of work which
the Secretariat had done on co- ordination, he felt it appropriate that the commiittee.

should commend

the._.way

in which the Secretariat had carried out its task.

Dr. FINDLAY (United Nations Кóreáh R.écons.truction Agency). observed that

document A5 /8, to which Dr.

Kau1. hád`yrеfetred,:..Ihаd

between WHO and his organization.

noted, the active co- operation

It was not hard to imagine how difficult it was

to embark.on wide-scale and long -term reconstruction projects while hostilities were

still taking Place.

.

Nevertheless, some efforts had been made tо re- establish

civilian 'services in those parts of South Korea which had remained under United

.

Nations= cоntrbl, and :the success of those efforts was shown by the relatively high•:

standards of:halth which existed despite adverse conditions, such

as. •the' displacement•,

of millions of the civilian population, war damage to water supplies and many other,

hazards

'to

andlÁ.rtiele

public health.

In accordance with earlier Security Council"resolttions.:

А /14.оf.General Assembly resolution 410(V) which establ shed

Seëretáryi- Cenral. of the United Nations had asked WHO for assistance for

peорlе .

t.TNКRA

•.

the

theKore-an.

..During 1950 and 1951, WHO had met that request by providing medical=

teams'

for relief and public-health activities under the direction of the Civil Assist.nce•;
Command:.

Under an agreement reached between WHO and UNКRA, effective 1 úanuarÿ

1952, UNKRA had assumed responsibility for the continued activity of WHO personnel
\wishing to extend their service in Korea.

Both before and after that transfer date,

additional health personnel had been recruited by UNKRA working in the closest
co- operation with WHO.

Plans for long -term reconstruction in' the field of health

would also be the subjects of constant co-operation whereby the facilities and services
of the permanent organization (WHO) might be made available to the emergency

organization (UNKRA).

А5/Р&B/B6in/ц
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In conclusion, he wished to thank the World Health Organization, on behalf of th*

Agent -General, for the assistance it had extended to the agency and which it had assurthem would continue.

He also

wished to thank the committee for. having given

time

.it's

and attention to the question.

Dr. KOO (Korea) stated that on behalf of his Government he wished to thank
Dr. Findlay for the statement he had just made.

UNКRA was doing splendid work among

the refugees in his country, not only providing them with food, clothing and shelter,

but rehabilitating clinics and hospitals and carrying out immunization and vaccination,
campaigns.

He also wished to express his deep appreciation of the Scandinavian

countries, which had provided hospital ships, doctors and medical units, which not

only cared for combatants but also for the civilian population.

Members of his

Government, who had received treatment from those units, were deeply grateful.

On

behalf of his Government, he wished to thank the United Nations and the World Health
Organization for the humanitarian work they were carrying out in his country.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Rapporteur should record that the committee took

note of document A5/8 and incorporate

United Kingdom delegate.

It was so agreed.

in his report the suggestion made by the

A5/Р&B/ЛQin/11
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LONG RANGE ACTIVITIES FOR C$ILDREN:
Records 40; A5/24)

3.

Item 6.5.3 of the Agenda (EB9.R24, Official

Dr. KARUNARATNE, representative of the Executive Board, stated that the Board at
its ninth session had considered the report of the technical

working group established

by the Administrative Committee on Co- ordination to deal with long -range activities

for children, and it had felt that the development of a fully co- ordinated long -term

programme would be of great interest both to governments and to a large number of

non-governmental organizations.

That report was attached to document A5/24, and

khough it might seem a trifle general and elementary, that was due to the fact that
it

was intended for circulation to a wide variety of organizations.
He called particular attention to section

E,

containing specific recommendations

for immediate and future action.

After considering the report, the Executive Board had adopted resolution ЕB9.R24
on the subject.

Dr. EVANG (Norway) hoped that the WHO representatives on the technical working

group would not forget two facts of the greatest importance.

The first was that the

child was only a part of the family and of society, from which it could not be

Separated.

The second was that childhood was only one part of life.

One could not

take any measures for the health of children without at the same time dealing with
..t%ie

E

various problems raised by their surroundings and by the other age groups.

erefore felt that to deal with children as a particular group requiring special

He

attention was perhaps not the best approach.

А5 /p&B/Мiп/11
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Dr. MACKENZIE (United Kingdom) strongly supported the views expressed by the
N-,rиΡve

gian dele gate

.

Nothing could be done in public health without its having an

effect on the children;

11

age groups were interdependent.

The wording of

paд'agrарh 40 of the report was therefore perhaps a little misleading and might be

by being generalized.

It was, of course, true that children had a great emotional

appeal, but better effects might often be achieved by aiming public-health service
adults.
anad

The heа"ah' of children was dependent upon the good health, the full emp:

the adequate financial status of all members of the community .,

D

o

HOJER (Sweden) recalled that in his own country much work had been done in

children as a separate group and that good progress had been made.

However, the

had been reached at which no further progress could be made unless the children were

seen a

part of the family.

By that hе lild not wish to suggest that special service

should not be undertaken for children,

since there was a stage at which they were

useful, but that beyond that stage they could well be integrated with the public -hee!

sarvices for the rest of the community.

With _ e gard to the United Kingd an delegate's statement, he observed that it was
.

not su

fir_:

ent fcr the father to be earning a good wage if the parents did not

understand how to deal with their children.
However, he did not feel that the report, although general, warranted adverse
criticism.

It could be noted by the committee, and in continuation of the work,

aspect strоssed by the Norwegian and United Kingdom delegates could receive further
attention.

А5 /Р&В/ЛQin /ц
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Dr. WICKREМE5INGHE (Ceylon) considered the recommendation contained in paragraph

40 to be exactly what was required.

If public- health work was to progress it was

necessary to approach the community in a way which it could understand and appreciate.
If, for instance a pregnant mother could be made to appreciate public-health work by

being given a really healthy baby, a great barrier would have been broken down between
the community and the public-hèalth worker.

That mother could then probably be

successfully approached with a view to doing other things in the public -health field;
she might, for instance, be more amenable to suggestions regarding malaria control or

environmental sanitation.

Dr. REGALA (Philippines) thought that the apprehensions of the Norwegian and

United Kingdom delegates would be eased if they took note of two sentences in

paragraph 39, where it was stated:

"These programmes are related directly to all the

services which contribute to raise the standard of living.

The development of a

well -organized and well- balanced general social service is as vital as any service
designed specially for children."

Dr. EVANG (Norway) felt that sane members of the committee had misunderstood his

position.

He had in no way wished to suggest that children should not be cared for

but had rather had in mind those countries where there was a distinct split between the

public- health administration for children and that for the remainder of the population.

WHO representatives should be asked to stress the fact that in the long run all
public- health services must be integrated.

А5 /P&Б/Min/l.l.
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The CHAIRMAN, noting that there were no more speakers, proposed that the ссmmIEE

take note of document A5/24.

It
4.

was se agгeed.

REHABILITATION OF THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED:
(ЕB9.Rэ4; Document A5/10)

Dr, KARUNARATNE,
of the

Item 6.5.4 of the Agenda

representative of the Executive Board, recацeд that the su

°ehаъиlitation of the physically handicapped had originally been discussed.

the Х t гim Commission of WHO,

and also drew attention to resolution WHA3.34.

Ib

June 1950 the Economic and Social Council had requested the Secxetary-Genеral of

United Nations to prepare a coordinated international programme and had asked thQ
specialized agencies to give advice and assistance to governments on request.

A'

technical working party had been established by the Administrative Committee on

Coordination to

a co-ordinated programme with the specialized agencies,

resolution WHА4l8 was pertinent to that.

апгl

That co- ordinated programme had f јn1 lу

been prepared and was before the committee in knneх A to doc+mеnt A5/10.
He drew attention to Chapter: I of the programme,

"A New Approach. to Disability

and particularly to the six principles underlying the evaluation of physical disabled.

Chapter III gave the details cf a complete rehabilitation service and the main

fa,

necessary for its establishment.
Hе recalled that the report had been considered at the ninth session of the

Eхeсutive Board5 which had felt that it represented a very useful beginning and h

consequently adopted resolution ЕB9.Rз4.

It would be of great help to the Board

members of the committee would express their views on future action which should

А5%Р&в/ъјn/јl
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Dr. BERNARD (France) recafled that the French delegation had already made several

statements during the current Assembly as to the interest it bore in the problem of the

rehabilitation of the physically h.anninaрр J u

He wished now to say

йhat,

a favourable

impression his de:.egati on had received from reading dopument A5/10, which was a

remarkable piece of work greatly to the credit of the Crganization.
He approved strongly of the summary

cif

the rights, as it were, of the physically

In саггуing out rehabilitation work it

handicapped contained on page 2 of Annex A.

was first necessary to obtain an exact idea, of what a physical handicap was and what
it xenresented.

The six p-i

iÿl

_бnе'

;rho

d a.;жays be borne in mind by

national health administratiоnи and by those carry ing out rehabilitation programmes.
Moreover, that new

approach.

should progressively be brought to the notice of the

public, since any rehabilitation programme depended for its complete success on

favourable public opin3 on.

тл that connexion Chapter II, on the ed'�cation of public

opinion, was of the greatest interest.
One of the difficulties in setting up a rehabilitation servicе was to obtain the

necessary highly qualified personnel

эΡ.at

was a matter in which the work of WHO

assumed particular importance in view of the r$le it played in training personnel.
The French delegation at the current Assembly had spoken on sеvеral. occasions on the

subject of fellowships and group training courses,

le wished once again to emphasize

how important those were for the technical medical personnel of so many countries.
Another very interesting chapter was that on the organization and financing of
rehabilitation services within governments.
serious problem for

ail.

The question соnstitnted a fairly

rational health a: mini.s`ratioris in view of the fact that not

only they but othеi аdministгa tions, such as those responsible

for.

education

411d

labour,

А5/Р&В/Min/ц
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had..to share in the responsibility and financing of the rehabilitation service.

If

:WHO could give precise information on how that responsibility should be shared it would

be rendering a very great service.
The French delegation also wished to know what immediate or long -term plans

existed regarding, conferences or group training courses dealing with rehabilitation.

Dr. HAROREAVES, Acting Director, Division of Organization of Public- Health

Services, indicated that one of the aspects of the work particularly stressed in the

document before the committee was that of preliminary surveys.

WHO was participating

in several such surveys which were being held under the leadership of the United Nations
but for the medical aspects of which WHO was responsible.

The

Сrganization was

generally represented on those surveys by an expert consultant, but where the medical

problems were not very great WHO was occasionally represented by persons from the
regional offices.

That, for instance, had been the case with the

dealt with the establishment

of.

a school for the

survey which had

blind in the Eastern Mediterranean

area.
In connexion with group training courses, he recalled that WHO had collaborated

in 1951 with UNICEF, under whose auspices the United Kingdom had run a group training

course for workers training physically handicapped children.

Each country represente"

on that course had been invited to send persons from every profession which had

responsibilities in the matter.

A similar course in Scandinavia was being held later

in the present year, and there were also preparations underway for a demonstration
centre in Yugoslavia.

А5 /Р&B/Miп/11
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The United Nations would be publishing a bibliography on the rehabilitation of

the physically handicapped, and WHO was responsible for the medical part of it.

In

response to a request from the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, the

Organization had also agreed to deal with the whole question of international
co- ordination of the production, fitting and use of prostheses.

Dr. MACKENZIE (United Kingdom) wished to express his delegationts appreciation

At the same time, he wished to

of the excellent report before the committee.

reassure those countries which did not have complete rehabilitation services that the
target set in the report was a trifle high.

It represented all that could be done,

and, as it were, an ideal to aim at, but he doubted whether any country yet had such
a complete service as that envisaged.

-

,The

CHAIRMAN proposed that the committee take note of dócuтént A5/l0.

It was so agreed.

MEDICAL CARE IN RELATION TO PUBLIC HEALTH:
Official Records 40; A5/25)

Item 6.5.5 of the Agenda (EB9.R1б,

Dr. KARUNARATNE, representative of the Executive Board, introducing document

A5/25, "Medical Care in relation to Public Health ", gave a summary of the various
factors which had led to WHO's interest in the health and medical aspects of social
security.

The International Labour Organization had requested WHO to co-operate with

it in the field of health and social ins�sance, and a consultant group had been convened

in December 1951 by the Director-General to study the International Labour
Organization's proposed new Conventions on social security, with respect to the

А5/Р&В,4Qin/11
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soundness of their medical aspects.

The

statement of the views of that group,

entitled "Medical Aspects of Social Security ", had been noted by the Executive Board
at its ninth session and approved for transmission to the International Labour

Organization, with the explanation that the opinions expressed therein were not
.necessarily those of members of the Board and should not be taken as an expression of

WHO's policy.

Various administrative issues were reviewed in that document, and

close administrative relationships between public health and social security systems

advocated.

The Executive Board had, however, felt that the question required deeper

investigation and had consequently adopted resolution EB9.Rlb.

He would point out,

however, that according to Article 2(p) of the Constitution, WHO was authorized only
to study and report on admi nistrative and social techniques affecting public health;
it had therefore recommended that joint studies be undertaken with other international

agencies on the relationships between public health, medical care and social security,
and that an expert committee be appointed, to consider the próblems in achieving sound

.

organization of mèdical care.

Мr. LARSON (United States of America) indicated that the report on medical a &pects
of social security contained а number of statements with which the medical profession if
the United States of America did not agree.

vе

э

In view of that fact, and since it was

important that the medical profession' should understand -ghat WHO .,stood 'for, he

hoped that the statement of

the,

Executive 'Board disclaiming official approval by WHO

of the views of the consultant group would be given the publicity due to it.
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Resolution ЕB9.R16, in recommending the appointment of an expert committee to
consider the problems in achieving sound organization of medical care, was, in fact,

recommending a gigantic task if a really thorough study was to be made.

He hoped

that the expert committee would limit its work, bearing in mind Article 2(p) of the
Constitution.

He hoped also that it would include representatives of the practising

mnedical profession so that its report would not lay too much emphasis on one side of

the problem only, and that the committee would be financed within the limits of the

budget.

Dr. HAR^REлVES pointed oat tha

;

no provision had been made for the expert

committee in the 1953 budget, and that it would therefore be necessary for the

Director-General to i.ncludе such provision in his proposals for 1954, which would be
considered at the Sixth World Health Assembly.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the committee take note of document A5/25 and adopt
bhe recommendation of the Executive Board in resolution ЕB9.R16.

It was so agreed.

The meeting rose at 4.55 p.m.

